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ABBREVIATIONS 

 
ADB  –  Asian Development Bank  
DAFO  –  District Agriculture and Forestry Department  
DONRE  –  Department of Natural Resources and Environment  
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EMMP  –  Environment Management and Monitoring Plan  
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MONRE  –  Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment  
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PIO –  Project Implementation Office 
PPMS  –  Project Performance Monitoring System  
PPO  –  Provincial Project Office  
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NOTE 

(i) In this report, "$" refers to US dollars.  
 
This environmental monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein 
do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may 
be preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 
territory or area. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Rationale 

The purpose of this report is to (a) address and confirm that no impacts in the already completed 
embankment cum road and irrigation subprojects of five schemes; and to (b) address and advise 
that there may or may not be any impacts in the newly financing project: (i) the construction of 
water gate at and installation of water pumps 75 kW and small diesel pumps at Namkhem bridge; 
(ii) the installation of two irrigation schemes head works at (a) Nonesay and (b) Simano Tay 
village. 

Summary of EMP Implementation 

1. There are no environmental issues along the length of embankment cum road and in the 
five irrigation schemes. Borrow pits been restored with better than prior construction, labor camps 
were either handed over or dismantled and cleaned up with satisfaction of the land owners, and 
reservoir areas including water users’ offices and demonstration farms are well taken care 

2. However, there are a few minor environmental issues that may or may not need mitigation 
measures in the newly additional financing activities in the replacement and installation of water 
pumps in Simano and Nonexay Irrigation head works, and supply and installation of water pumps 
at Namkhem Bridge. 

Description of monitoring activities carried out) 

3. The Team conducted the environmental monitoring concurrently with social safeguards 
monitoring and meeting with same committees and persons. The Team just had some interview 
in Sinano and Xiengkhouan village for finding about road safety. 

4. The Monitoring Team, including the national consultant together with an FDM project staff 
visited the completed embankment cum road subproject and five irrigation schemes, two newly 
proposed water pump irrigation schemes and water gate at Namkhem bridge. The Team had 
meetings discussing with District field officers responsible for the irrigation head works while 
visiting the fields in Simano and Nonexay Irrigation head works, and supply and installation of 
water pumps at Namkhem Bridge 

Key issues, any corrective actions already taken, and any grievances 

5. There are no key issues to be highlighted, no corrective action to be undertaken, and 
grievances to be resolved in the five FDM irrigation schemes. 

Key activities planned in the next reporting period 

6. There are a few minor activities planned to be followed up in the next EMR Report in May 
2021: (i) some temporary disturbance and some safety issues due to improper solid waste 
disposals at the on-going additional financing activities in Simano and Done Nheng Irrigation 
projects and water gate at Namkhem bridge. 

Recommendations 

7. It is recommended the NPCO pump engineer should closely follow up and ensure the 
contractor to undertake mitigation measures properly: (a) properly restore the disturbed lands; (b) 
make evidence with impacted households with satisfaction, and (c) clear out the construction sites 
for safety for community and workers after work done. 
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II. PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL SAFEGUARD MATTERS 

1.1 Project Overview 

1. The Project has four components to support Lao PDR by building capacity in flood and 

draught mitigation and management and providing physical infrastructure and equipment in 

Vientiane capital and project provinces. 

Enhanced regional data, information, and knowledge base for the management of floods 
and droughts 

2. The Project has supported the Government of Lao PDR to strengthen its national flood and 
drought forecasting capacities by developing forecasting models and establishing hydro-
meteorological stations within the Project area.  

Upgraded water management infrastructure 

3. The Project has supported subprojects including the Vientiane Flood Protection 
Embankment and the Vientiane Irrigation Development Subproject engaging very much with 
environmental management concerns. 

Community-based disaster risk management. 

4. The subproject, CBDRM and its actions have implemented to ensure that communities are 
able to obtain the full benefit from the improved water control infrastructure and improved flood 
warnings. Community driven flood and drought risk reduction measures will be implemented based 
on participatory local level disaster risk reduction and management plans. 

Effective project implementation 

5. The Project has provided support to the EA and IAs to undertake the project oversight and 
strengthen the project planning, implementation and management capacities of implementing 
agencies.  This output manages the relevant involuntary resettlement/compensation activities 
under Component 2. 

Drainage pumps and water pumps installation 

6. Drainage pump and control gate at Namkhem Bridge, and water pumps for irrigation head 
works at Nonsay and Simanotay village, which all are be completed during the remaining period by 
31 May 2021 

7. The Project, with a life span of 72 calendar months (April 2013 - March 2019), has 

supported the Government of Lao PDR to undertake structural and non-structural 

measures to prepare for and manage disaster risks linked to floods and droughts.  

2.1 Project Environmental Management in General 

8. The Environmental Management Unit (EMU) was set up within the PAFO-PIO, responsible 
for supervision on environmental management and for environmental monitoring. The major 

responsibilities of the EMU were to ensure that: 

a) The mitigation measures and monitoring of these activities were already carried out 

as agreed in the IEEs and EMMPs. 

b) Reporting is performed in compliance with ADB and GOL requirements. 

2.2 Project Physical Progress 

9. The construction of the followings been physically completed: 
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1) Embankment cum road is completed including traffic lights been constructed and road 

furniture been installed; 

2) Five irrigation schemes commanding over 1,542 ha been including: 

▪ Sanghouabor Irrigation Scheme with main and secondary canals been completed 

▪ Dongkhouay I Irrigation Scheme with main and secondary canals been completed 

▪ Dongkhoay II Irrigation Scheme is and secondary canals been completed  

▪ Nalong Irrigation Scheme with the main and secondary canals been completed, 
and  

▪ Makhieo Irrigation Scheming with the main and secondary canals been completed 

3) Houaydeua and Houay Makhieo Water Sluice Gate been completed 

4) The renovation of 5 gates of each lower and upper parts and the installation power 
connection been completed., and  

5) Setting up of the staff gauge on the identified locations, with technical design been 

completed 

6) Supply and installation of (i) drainage pumps in Nam Khem water control gate and (ii) 
water pumps for irrigation head works at Nonsay and Simanotay village are be 
completed during the remaining period of the project. It was agreed that all remaining 

works will be completed by 31 May 2021.  

Table 1: Project Overview, Snapshot of Project Progress 

Project Number and 
Title: 

Grant No.0316-LAO (SF), Loan No. 2936-LAO (SF) 
Greater Mekong Sub-region Flood and Drought Risk Management 
and Mitigation Project 

Safeguards 
Category 

Environment B 

Indigenous Peoples B 

Involuntary 
Resettlement 

A 

Reporting period: July-December 2020 

Last report date: January-June 2019 

Key sub-project 
activities since last 
report: 

• Embankment Cum Road asphalt application on embankment 
subproject: 100% completed 

• Guard rails, guard post with traffic reflectors and road marks: 100% 
completed 

• Solar electric road lamps: 100% installed 

• Construction of irrigation canal: 100% completed.  

• Installation of the water pumps in the irrigation system: 100% 
completed 

• Ground restoration and slope stabilization: 100% done (in progress) 

• Drainage pumps in Nam Khem water control gate is 85% complted 

• Water pumps for irrigation head works at Nonsay and Simanotay 
village has just recently been approved by ADB, no physical work has 
started. 

Report prepared by: 
NPCO with support of the National Social-Environmental Safeguards 
Consultants. 
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2.3 Environmental Plans Implementation Arrangements 

2.3.1 Overall Project Implementation Arrangement  

10. The executing agency (EA) is the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF). MAF is 
responsible for overall project management and coordination. MAF has delegated day-to-day 
management of the Project to the Department of Irrigation (DOI), which has established a National 
Project Coordination Office (NPCO). The implementing agencies (IA) are the (i) Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment (MONRE) - Department of Meteorology and Hydrology (DMH); (ii) 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport (MPWT) - Department of Waterways (DOW); and (iii) 
Vientiane Capital Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office (PAFO).  

11. MAF is the executing agency for the Project. MAF has delegated the responsibility for 
overall project coordination and management to its Department of Irrigation (DOI). MAF has 
established a NPCO headed by a NPC that is responsible for project coordination and 
management, including financial management of project accounts, procurement of goods and 

works, recruitment of consultants, and monitoring and reporting.  

12. The Implementing Agency (IA) is the PAFO of Vientiane Capital. The PAFO has been 
established as the PIO to be responsible for financial management, coordination and 
management of implementation of irrigation development schemes including community 
development activities; coordination of resettlement activities; coordination of environment 
management activities; coordination of indigenous people development activities; coordination of 
gender action plan activities; and monitoring and reporting on physical progress of implementation 
(Updated IEE Embankment and Irrigation Documents, February 2016).   

2.3.2 Role and Responsibilities for Monitoring of EMP Implementation 

13. An Environmental Management Unit (EMU) has been set up within the PAFO-PIO, 
responsible for supervision on environmental management and for environmental monitoring. The 
major responsibilities of the EMU were to ensure that: 

• The mitigation measures and monitoring of these activities are being carried out as agreed 

in the IEEs and EMMPs. 

• Reporting is performed in compliance with ADB and GOL requirements. 

14. EMU is also responsible for Environmental Monitoring during project implementation are 
the main contractor, the sub-contractors, the Supervision Engineer, and the communities. The 
EMPs guides the EMU in determining whether the recommended mitigation measures prior to 
construction, and during construction and operation, are being implemented effectively. 
Environmental monitoring results are documented and reviewed to ensure that signs of adverse 
impacts are detected at an early stage and that actions for mitigation are taken. Monitoring results 
are reported monthly by the EMU and are submitted to the Head of the PAFO-PIO, who in turn 
submit them to the NPCO for approval. The NPCO submits the monitoring results to the ADB. 
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III. STATUS OF EMP IMPLEMENTATION (MITIGATION MEASURES) 

15. The Team was using simple questionnaire to roughly investigate the road safety as more 
traffics using the roads with higher speed than before. The big concern for the Team is that to be 
sure that road users are familiar with traffics, signs, post rails guard rails, evening lights etc. The 
questionnaire the Team apply was the exact versions we used for the construction completion 
report in September 2019 while the contractors have satisfactorily implemented almost all the 
mitigation measures provided in the EMP including ground restoration and leveling remains as 
part of the project decommissioning, and standing as the environmental monitoring final report, 
which would also be a part of the Project Terminal Report 

3.1 Embankment Cum-Road Environmental Monitoring 

16. Environmental concerns during operation and management of the embankment cum road 
are of the confirmation the Team obtained from the District Road Officers as indicated as follows: 

▪ All parts of paved embankment cum road are in good conditions none of any damage or 
cracks or dusty are found,  

▪ The solar road lamps along the embankment cum road working well it night facilitate traffic 
very well, 

▪ The guard rails on the bridges and box culverts remain un-damaged, well protect from 
traffics to fall off the bridge and culverts, 

▪ All guard posts on the curving and slightly slope segments are still in rows with visible 
yellow on both sides of the curved roads,  

▪ The painted peripheral road guards with traffic reflectors are working easily visible to 
recognized which sides the traffic are passing by,  

▪ All traffics follow road surface markers, get used to it, making road much safer, and  
▪ No accidents have been occurred from the completion of the road construction. 

3.2 Irrigation Schemes Environmental Monitoring 

17. Environmental concerns during operation and management of the Irrigation Infrastructure 

▪ All five water pumps are working well, well maintained and support adequate irrigate 
water paddy fields and related cash crops, 

▪ All main and secondary canals are fully operated, and dikes are well maintained, and 
carrying water to irrigated farms, 

▪ All bridges across main canals and some secondary canals are in good condition, useful 
and well maintained,  

▪ Demo-farms remain un-dismantled but un-operated, none of any training have been 
continuously provided, and does not seem to be fully benefited to farmers and the poor.  

▪ Votive grass as slope stabilization measure are planted in Dongkhouay water reservoir 
and main canals,  

▪ No disputes on water have ever been occurred among farmers between head and tail 
canals. 

3.3 Currently Additional Financing Subprojects 

18. There are very few minor in environmental issues need to follow up during the construction 
of water gate and installation of water pumps 75 kW and small diesel pumps at Namkhem bridge.  

19. Tentative EMMP Mitigation Measures for the potential impact due to the construction of 
water gate at and installation of water pumps 75 kW and small diesel pumps at Namkhem bridge. 
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A. Mitigation Measures for water pumps at Namkhem Bridge 

Environmental Concern 
Mitigation Measures to be 

undertaken 
By 

Who 

Complete 

date 
Potential minor local impact from 
improper disposal of solid waste from 
construction activities or workers 

Make sure the contractor put 
away the solid waste in proper 
manner after work done 

NPCO 31 May 2021 

 

20. There are a few minor in environmental issues needs to follow up (i) during Simano Tay 
Irrigation head work project is composed of replacement of three sets of 75 KW water pumps, 
one platoon for three water pumps, and three rows of 100-meter pipe each, and (ii) during 
Donenheng Irrigation Headwork is composed of supply and installation of two sets of 75 KW water 
pumps, one platoons for two water pumps, and two rows of 100-meter pipe each 

21. Tentative EMP Mitigation Measures for the potential impact due to the supply and 

replacement of two-three sets of 75 KW water pumps in Simano Tay, and Donenheng head works. 

B. Mitigation Measures for water pumps at Simano and Donnheng scheme 

Environmental Concern 
Mitigation Measures to be 

undertaken 
By Who Complete Date 

Potential minor local impact from 
improper disposal of solid waste 
from construction activities or 
workers 

Make sure the contractor 
properly put away the solid 
waste after work done  

NPCO 31 May 2021 

Potential minor erosion might be 
caused if not burry pipes properly  

Make sure the contractor fill 
back the earth and compact it 
in proper manner  

NPCO 31 May 2021 
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IV. ENVIRONMENT EFFECT MONITORING  

22. None of any environmental effect monitoring to be conducted in the project. 

 
 

V. PUBLIC CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CAPABILITY BUILDING 

5.1 Field Visits  

23. On February 9th 2021, The Team had short meetings with a few households living on the 
main road at Xiengkhouan village, Simano village, and Nalong village in Hatxayphong District to 
find out if there have been any accidents on the embankment cum road from the completion of 
the construction in 2019 until the time being. 

24. The Team Visited and had meetings with four village committees and five water users 
groups in irrigation villages in southern Vientiane Capital: Sanghouabor, DongkhouayI, 

Dongkhouay II, Nalong, and Makhieo to find out. 

25. The Team visited and took pictures of five so called affected under-poverty- line households, 
which none of them fall in vulnerable categories, reflecting with of ADB Guideline or in GOL’s 
Decree on Poverty Graduation and Development Standards at family level, to see the house they 

live, and to confirm they are not vulnerable families. 

26. The Team also visited Dry seasonal rice crops using irrigation water and some newly dug 
fishponds  

5.2 Public Consultations and meetings 

27. The Team did not organize any consultation but just simple meetings and discussing with a 
number of farmers in Sanghoabor on 2nd February, Dongkhouay on 5th Februay, Nalong on 9th 
February, and Mahieo on 12th February about bout adequacy of water, of electric power for water 
pumping, rice yield capacity and production, extension of paddies, building up more fish ponds, 
practicing related diversified cash crops etc. All information given seemed very high impact for 
them all. 

5.3 Material development 

28. The Team was using Minutes of Meeting form, and semi-questionnaire, and taking some 

photograph 

5.4 List of people Met during the Mission 

No 
Full Name of 
Participants 

Address 
Organization 

Position 
Sex 

(F.M) 
Ethnicity 

Contact 
Tel: 

Signature 

 NPCO     

1 
Dr. Khamphachan 
Vongsana 

  Male  Lao  
 

2 Dr. Vongsackda   Male  Lao   

3 Mr. Khansavan   Male  Lao   

4 Mr. Thonglor   Male Male   

5 Mr. Philaphon   Male  Lao   

6 Mr. Saykham   Male  Lao   
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7 Mr. Mounmy   Male  Lao   

8 Mr. Chanthone   Male  Lao   

9 Mr. Phouthach   Male  Lao   

 Sanghouabor Village Committee and WUG     

1 
Mr. Phet 
Vongthanin 

Sanghouabo
r 

Village Chief 
as Irrigation 
System 

Male  Lao  
 

2 
Mr. Khamsan 
Inthapatha 

Sanghouabo
r 

Deputy 
Village Chief I 
as Overall 
responsible 
for WUG 

Male  Lao  

 

3 
Ms. Phaithoun 
Phoumxaya 

Sanghouabo
r 

Village Lao 
Women’s 
Union as 
WUG 
Accountant 
and finance 

Female  Lao  

 

4 Ms. Dala Siphala 
Sanghouabo
r 

Accountant 
and finance 

Female  Lao  
 

 Dongkhouay Village Committee and WUG WUG     

1 
Mr. Latsamy 
Baopasert 

Dongkhouay 

Village Chief 
as 
Chair/Overall 
WUG 
Responsible 

Male  Lao  

 

2 
Mr. Vanly 
Latsasing 

Dongkhouay 

Deputy 
Village Chief I 
Overall 
Responsible 

Male  Lao  

 

3 
Ms. Duangsone 
Nisitlangsy 

Dongkhouay 

Village Lao 
Women’s 
Union 
Accountant/Fi
nance 

Female  Lao  

 

4 
Mr. 
Nuanthongdeng 

Dongkhouay 
Pump 
Engineer 

Male  Lao  
 

5 
Ms. Orlathai 
Feuachanthala 

Dongkhouay 
Treasury 

Female  Lao  
 

6 
Ms. Thian 
Latsachack 

Dongkhouay 
Treasury 

Female  Lao  
 

 Nalong Village Committee and WUG WUG     

1 
Ms. Chanh 
Chanthasy 

Nalong 

Village 
Women’s 
Union Deputy 
II, as 
Account/Fina
nce 

Female  Lao  

 

2 
Mr. Bouachan 
Savanphon 

Nalong 
Overall 
Responsible 

Male  Lao  
 

3 
Ms. Khampiew 
Vongvilay 

Nalong 
Pumping 
Engineer 

Female  Lao  
 

4 
Ms. Ngao 
Philomlack 

Nalong 
Treasury 

Female  Lao  
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 Makhieo Village Committee and WUG WUG     

1 
Ms. Manivan 
Souvankham 

Makhieo 
Village Youth 
Organization 

Female  Lao  
 

2 
Mr. Bounlap 
Souvankham 

Makhieo 
As overall 
WUG 
Responsible 

Male  Lao  
 

3 Ms. Nin Xayavong Makhieo 
Deputy I, as 
Irrigation 
System 

Female  Lao  
 

4 Mr. Yee Lattana Makhieo 
Pumping 
Engineer 

Male  Lao  
 

5 
Ms. Tadam 
Chinavong 

Makhieo 
Treasury 

Female  Lao  
 

 
 

VI. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

29. None of new and outstanding grievances redressed and resolved. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION  

7.1 Achievement 

30. It is concluded there is none of any more environmental impacts after the completion of the 
construction as confirmed the following: 

▪ Main and secondary canals in each scheme have been well and regularly maintained 

regularly by water users, 

▪ Irrigated water is adequate for farms and farmers. 

▪ Each scheme, the farmers have increased the area of paddy fields more than 100 ha.  

▪ None of any disputes or quarrels happened due to the use of water between the head and 

the tail of canals, 

7.2 Lessons Learnt 
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VIII. ATTACHMENTS  

8.1 EMP Monitoring Permits issued by FDM Project Manager 

8.2 Minute of Village Meeting Forms 

Village: ………………District: ………………Vientiane Capital , Date: ………………………….. 

A. Participants 
- Total: ______ (____males, ____ females) 

- Representatives of relevant agencies: ____ (___males, ___ females) 

- Representatives of local authorities: ___ (____males, ___ females) 

- Representatives of local WUG persons: ____ (___males, ____females) 

B. Embankment Cum-Road Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the 
embankment cum road 

Yes or No 

a) Are there any parts of paved embankment cum road damaged?,   

b) Are solar road lamps along the embankment cum road working well?  

c) Are any guard rails on the bridges and box culverts damaged by any heavy 
transports?  

 

d) Are any guard posts on the curving and slightly slope segments broken?   

e) Are painted peripheral road guards with traffic reflectors working well?   

f) Do traffics follow road surface markers ?  

g) Have there been any accidents on the road so far?.  

C. Irrigation Schemes Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and 
management of the Irrigation Infrastructure 

S
a

n
g

h
o
u

a
b

o
r 

D
o

n
g

k
h
u

a
y
 I
 

D
o

n
g

 K
h

u
a

y
 I
I 

N
a

lo
n
g
 

M
a

k
 i
e

o
 

a) Are five water pumps working, maintained and 
support adequate irrigated water? 

     

b) Are the main and secondary canals and dikes are 
fully operated, maintained and beneficial to 
farmers?  

     

c) Are the bridges across every main canals and 
some secondary canals useful and well 
maintained?  

     

d) Are the demo-farms operated, provided training 
continuously, and bring good benefit to farmers 
and the poor? 

     

e) Are votive grass as slope stabilization measure 
plated in all canals ? 

     

f) Are there any disputes among farmers inadequate 
water for every one?. 
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8.3 Sanghouabor VAC/WUG Minute of Meeting  

Date: 2/3/2020…………………………………… 

Village: Sanghouabor, ………District: Xaythany,         Vientiane Capital  

A. Participants 
- Total: _8_____ (__6__males, __2__ females) 

- Representatives of relevant agencies: _4___ (__4__males, __0__ females) 

- Representatives of local authorities: _4__ (__2__males, __2__ females) 

- Representatives of local WUG persons: __4__ (_2__males, __2__females) 

- Vulnerable Households: __0__(_0___males, __0__ females) 

- Non-Vulnerable Beneficiary persons: __0__(__0__males, __0__ females) 

Remarks: No affected vulnerable households but one household with a little lower <$700 of 
income per capita 

B. Irrigation Schemes Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the Irrigation 
Infrastructure 

Yes or No 

a) Are the water pumps working, maintained and support adequate irrigated water? Yes 

b) Are the main and secondary canals and dikes are fully operated, maintained and 
beneficial to farmers?  

Yes 

c) Are the bridges across every main canals and some secondary canals useful and 
well maintained?  

Yes 

d) Are the demo-farms operated, provided training continuously, and bring good 
benefit to farmers and the poor? 

Not 
much 

e) Are votive grass as slope stabilization measure plated in all canals ? Some 

f) Are there any disputes among farmers inadequate water for every one?. No 
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8.4 Dongkhouay VAC/WUG Minute of Meeting  

Date: 5/3/2020…………………………………… 

Village: Dongkhouay, ………District: Xaythany,         Vientiane Capital   

A. Participants 
- Total: _10_____ (__9__males, __1__ females) 

- Representatives of relevant agencies: _4___ (__4__males, __0__ females) 

- Representatives of local authorities: _6__ (__4__males, __2__ females) 

- Representatives of local WUG persons: __6__ (_4__males, __2__females) 

- Vulnerable Households: __0__(_0___males, __0__ females) 

- Non-Vulnerable Beneficiary persons: __1__(__0__males, __1__ females) 

Remarks: Representatives of local authorities and WUG are the same persons 
B. Irrigation Schemes Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the Irrigation 
Infrastructure 

Yes or No 

a) Are both irrigations working, maintained and support adequate irrigated water? Yes 

b) Are the main and secondary canals and dikes are fully operated, maintained and 
beneficial to farmers and farms?  

Yes 

c) Are the bridges across every main canals and some secondary canals useful 
and well maintained?  

Yes 

d) Are the demo-farms operated, provided training continuously, and bring good 
benefit to farmers and the poor? 

Yes 

e) Are votive grass as slope stabilization measure plated in all canals ? Yes 

f) Are there any disputes among farmers inadequate water for every one?. Yes 
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8.5 Nalong VAC/WUG Minute of Meeting  

Date: 9/3/2020…………………………………… 

Village: Nalong , ………District: Hatsayphong ,         Vientiane Capital  

A. Participants 
- Total: _8_____ (__6__males, __2__ females) 

- Representatives of relevant agencies: _4___ (__4__males, __0__ females) 

- Representatives of local authorities: _4__ (__2__males, __2__ females) 

- Representatives of local WUG persons: __4__ (_2__males, __2__females) 

- Vulnerable Households: __0__(_0___males, __0__ females) 

- Non-Vulnerable Beneficiary persons: __0__(__0__males, __0__ females) 

Remarks: Representatives of local authorities and WUG are the same persons 

B. Embankment Cum-Road Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the 
embankment cum road 

Yes or No 

h) Are there any parts of paved embankment cum road damaged?,  No 

i) Are solar road lamps along the embankment cum road working well? Yes 

j) Are any guard rails on the bridges and box culverts damaged by any heavy 
transports?  

No 

k) Are any guard posts on the curving and slightly slope segments broken?  No 

l) Are painted peripheral road guards with traffic reflectors working well?  Yes 

m) Do traffics follow road surface markers ? Yes 

n) Have there been any accidents on the road so far?. No 

 

C. Irrigation Schemes Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the Irrigation 
Infrastructure 

Nalong 

a) Are all water pumps working, maintained and support adequate irrigated water? 
Yes 

b) Are the main and secondary canals and dikes are fully operated, maintained and 
beneficial to farmers?  

Yes 

c) Are the bridges across every main canals and some secondary canals useful 
and well maintained?  

Yes 

d) Are the demo-farms operated, provided training continuously, and bring good 
benefit to farmers and the poor? 

Not much 

e) Are votive grass as slope stabilization measure planted in all canals ? No 

f) Are there any disputes among farmers inadequate water for every one?. No 
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8.6 Makhieo VAC/WUG Minute of Meeting  

Date: 12/3/2020…………………………………… 

Village: Makhieo, ………District: Pakngum,         Vientiane Capital  

A. Participants 
- Total: _9_____ (__6__males, __3__ females) 

- Representatives of relevant agencies: _4___ (__4__males, __0__ females) 

- Representatives of local authorities: _5__ (__2__males, __3__ females) 

- Representatives of local WUG persons: __5__ (_2__males, __3__females) 

- Vulnerable Households: __0__(_0___males, __0__ females) 

- Non-Vulnerable Beneficiary persons: __0__(__0__males, __0__ females) 

Remarks: Representatives of local authorities and WUG are the same persons 

B. Embankment Cum-Road Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the embankment 
cum road 

Yes or No 

a) Are there any parts of paved embankment cum road damaged?,  No 

b) Are solar road lamps along the embankment cum road working well? Yes 

c) Are any guard rails on the bridges and box culverts damaged by any heavy 
transports?  

No 

d) Are any guard posts on the curving and slightly slope segments broken?  No 

e) Are painted peripheral road guards with traffic reflectors working well?  Yes 

f) Do traffics follow road surface markers ? Yes 

g) Have there been any accidents on the road so far?. No 

C. Irrigation Schemes Environmental Checklist 

Environmental concerns during operation and management of the Irrigation 
Infrastructure 

Yes or No 

a) Are all water pumps working, maintained and support adequate irrigated 
water? 

Yes 

b) Are the main and secondary canals and dikes are fully operated, maintained 
and beneficial to farmers and farms?  

Yes 

c) Are the bridges across every main canals and some secondary canals useful 
and well maintained?  

Yes 

d) Are the demo-farms operated, provided training continuously, and bring good 
benefit to farmers and the poor? 

Not much 

e) Are votive grass as slope stabilization measure plated in all canals ? No 

f) Are there any disputes among farmers inadequate water for every one?. No 
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8.7 Participants registration by villages (Lao version) 

 

 

Meeting with Sanghuabor Village Committee and WUG Meeting with Dongkhuay Village Committee and WUG 

  
Meeting with Nalong Village Committee and WUG Meeting with Makhieo Village Committee and WUG 
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8.8 Photos of persons at meetings  

Meeting 

with 

Sanhouabor 

Village 

Committee 

 

 

Meeting 
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Village 

Committee 

 

 

Meeting 
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Village 

Committee 

 

 

Meeting 

with 
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Village 

Committee 
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8.9 Photos in FDM Irrigated Schemes 

Environme

ntal Issue 

Photo I Photo II 

Environme

ntal Issues 

in Sang 

Houabor 

Irrigation 

Head Work  

  
Environme

ntal Issues 

in Sang 

Dong 
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Head Work 

  
Environme

ntal Issues 

in Nalong 

Head Work 

  
Environme
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in Makhieo 

Head Work  
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8.10 Photos of Namkhem Water Gate and Simano and Done Nheng Irrigation Headwork  

Head Work Photo I Photo II 

Water Gate 

with water 

pumps at  

Namkhem 

Bridge 

  

Water pumps 

at Irrigation 

Head Works 

at Simano 

Village 

  

Water pumps 

at Irrigation 

Head Works 

at Done 

Nheng Village 
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8.11 Photos of Road Traffics 

 

  
 Guardrails Guard posts 

 

  
 Center line and Zebra Signs 

 

  

 Junctions Speed 

 
 


